NAXOS MUSIC LIBRARY IS THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF CLASSICAL MUSIC AVAILABLE ONLINE

OVER 1 MILLION TRACKS ● MORE THAN 86,000 CDs
COMPLETE NAXOS AND MARCO POLO CATALOGUES PLUS SELECTED TITLES FROM OVER 626 OTHER LABELS
OVER 40,000 COMPOSERS REPRESENTED ● NEW RELEASES ARE ADDED MONTHLY ● NEW ADDITIONS ARE ADDED DAILY

Figures as of AUG 2013

www.NaxosMusicLibrary.com

NAXOS LABELS

MARCO POLO  NAXOS  MEO  HUMANO  ONDINE  ODEON

OTHER LABELS

2L  ARC  BIS  BR Klassik  CAPRICCIO  CHALLENGE CLASSICS  CHANDOS  CORO  cpo  CSO-RESONANCE

DACapo  dana cord  DORIAN  EMI CLASSICS  enja  FINLANDIA  HÜLDER CLASSIK  IMPRESARIO  IMPULSE  JAZZWERKSTATT  NICKEL"S

BIS<object>  CLASSIC FOCUS  Forum  HYPERION  LEITER CLASSIK  MYTHOS  NÖRMAN  NOBISUCH  NUGEN  OEHMS CLASSIK  ORF

ARTE  PENTATONE  PROFIL  PROFHOME  PROPRIUS  RTÉ Lyric FM  SIGNUM CLASSICS  NAGAŠI  TUDOR®  VANGELIS CLASSICS

and several hundred more